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Amendments to the Claims:

This, listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and

listings, of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims;

Please amend claims 1-34 as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A method Method for detecting

[[the]] a shutter opening angle (light—eae

—

darlc—aoctor) of an

adjustable rotating shutter mounted in a film camera which

Gonaioto—e# comprises a circular segment or circular sector

shaped shutter vane driven through a shutter shaft by a shutter

motor, and [ [of ] ] a shutter adjustment vane mounted coaxial with

the shutter vane and adjustable relative thereto by means of a

shutter adjustment vane motor, chQrQctcriQQd in that the method

comprising:

detecting the position of shutter vane and the shutter

adjustment vane -tfee

—

pooition—ef—fefee

—

Qhuttcr—vane—^—afid—fefee

poaition of the—ohuttor adjuotment vane—(-3^

—

are detected during

rotation of the rotatable shutterj_ [[(1)]] and

ascertaining the difference between the two positions ie

formed as a value , said value being representative [[for]] of

the shutter opening angle —the

—

light—ea?

—

dar]c—oeetor of the

rotatable shutter (1)

.

2. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1, eharactorioed in that the wherein an absolute position
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of the shutter vane [[(2)]] and [[the]] an absolute position of

the shutter adjustment vane -(-3^ 3r9 are detected with a

resolution of n steps during one revolution of the rotatable

shutter [[(1)]] and the shutter opening angle of the rotatable

shutter (1) is determined from the equation

a = Pbf - PvF 8 360° /n

[ [with] ] wherein

Pbf is the position of the shutter vane and

PvF is the position of the shutter adjustment vane_^

wherein with an when the value of angle a which is less than 0°

the value is increased around by 360° [[so]] as long until—it as

the resulting value is greater than or equal to 0° or with—aH
when the value of angle a which is greater than or equal to 360°

the value is reduced around by 360° [[so]] as long until it as

the resulting value is less than 360°.

3. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 2, charaGtoriocd in that wherein the absolute positions of

the shutter vane [[(2)]] and the shutter adjustment vane [[(3)]]

are determined [[from]] using coded sensor tracJcs.

4. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 3, charactcriacd in that wherein the absolute positions of

the shutter vane [[(2)]] and the shutter adjustment vane [[(3)]]

are detected as a sine and cosine signal per revolution of the

rotating shutter [[(1)]] and the shutter opening angle of the

rotating shutter [[(1)]] is determined through an arctan

calculation from the sine and cosine aignal signals.
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5. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to efe

loaot—ono of—tho prccoding—claimo,—charactorioGd—ift

—

that claim

1 , wherein the positions of the shutter vane [[(2)]] and the

shutter adjustment vane [[(3)]] are detected incrementally,

[|,that] ] wherein at least one indox or reference marie signal is

provided per revolution of the rotatable shutter [[(1)]] and

[[that]] wherein the detected incremental signals are stored

with the appearancQ of the reference [ [mark] ] signal and wherein

the shutter opening angle (a) of the rotatable shutter [[(1)]]

is detearmined from the equation

a = (Zbf- Zvf + K) * 360/n

[ [with] ] wherein

Zbf i_s the counter state of the shutter vane

Zvf is the counter state of the shutter adjustment vane

and

0 is a constant off-set which is determined from the

equation

0 = Ibf + IvF + K

[ [with] ] wherein

Ibf is the index position of the shutter vane

IvF is the index position of the shutter adjustment

vane and

K is a calibrating value

wherein [ [with] ] when the value of an angle a which is less than

0° the value is increased around by 360° [[so]] as long as the

resulting value until—it is greater than or equal to 0° or

[ [with] ] when the value of an angle a which is greater than
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equal to 360° the value is reduced around by 360° [[so]] as long

as tlie resulting value until it is less ttian 360° and wJierein tlie

calibrating value (K) is a correcting value arising from tlie

relationsliip of [[tlie]] a reference mariea mark which is [[are]]

coupled to ^tfee

—

rovolutiono—e# the shutter vane [[(2)]] and a

reference mark which is coupled to -fetee

—

rovolutiong—e# the

shutter adjustment vane [[(3)]] , wherein said reference marks

are used in generating said at least one reference signal .

6- (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1, charactGriocd iR that wherein [[the]] absolute

positions of the shutter vane [[(2)]] and the shutter adjustment

vane [[(3)]] are determined from distance-coded reference marks.

7. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1 —detecting,—adjuoting—and/or—regulating—fehe

—

ohuttor

opening angle—(light or—darlc oector—)—e€—fefee

—

rotatable—ohuttcr
which io mounted in a film camera,—Gharactorioed in that wherein

the light—or darlc—oector shutter opening angle value dQtcrmincd

from—fefee

—

dif fcrcncQ—botwccn—fehe

—

pooitiona— —fefee

—

ohuttor—vane
43-)

—

and the ahuttor adjuotmont vane— is supplied as an actual

value to a shutter adjustment vane position regulating device_j_

(12

)

—at which wherein an ideal value of the light or darlc oector

inputted shutter opening angle is manually input, through—aft

interface—(-3r&^

—

to the camera control,—io emitted and which formo

from wherein the difference between the ideal and actual value

of the light—e*^

—

dark Dcctor shutter opening angle is a setting

variable for the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]].
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8. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1, Gharactcriocd—i^i

—

that wherein the positions of the

shutter vane [ [ (2) ] ] and shutter adjustment vane [ [ (3) ] ] are

interpolated before the formation f ascertaining the difference.

9. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1, charactcriocd—ifi

—

that wherein a mechanical locking or

unlocking of the shutter adjustment vane [[(3)]] is acanned with

determined by scanning at a predetermined frequency and wherein

when i¥t fehe ovont e# moGhanical locking e# the shutter

adjustment vane [[(3)]] is mechanically blocked, a control of

the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33).]] is blocked.

10. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1, GharactGriaod—±¥k—that wherein the position oignalo

indicating—fefee

—

position of the shutter vane_j_ 43-) aftd the

position of the shutter adjustment vane (3), the abooluto value

of the light—eae

—

dar]c—Doctor shutter opening angle of the

adjustable rotatable shutter [[(1)]] and [[the]] signals

scanning relating to the mechanical locking or unlocking of the

shutter adjustment vane [[(3)]] are processed [[in]] by a

control logic [ [ (11) ] ] .

11. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 10, charactcriGod—ifi

—

that wherein the control logic

[[(11)]] initialises the detected positions position dotoGtiono .

12. (Currently Amended) The method Method according to

claim 1, GharactGrioGd—ifi

—

that—fehe wherein a setting value for

the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]] is transferred

contactlessly by [[the]] a shutter adjustment vane position
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regulating device [[(12]] to the sliutter adjustment vane motor

[[(33)]] .

13. (Currently Amended) A device DGvicQ for detecting the

shutter opening angle (light or dar]c occtor—h of an adjustable

rotatable shutter mounted in a film camera which conoiota—e#

comprises a circular segment or circular sector shaped shutter

vane driven through a shutter shaft by a shutter motor, and

[ [of] ] a shutter adjustment vane mounted coaxial with the

shutter vane and adjustable relative thereto by means of a

shutter adjustment vane motor, the device comprising:

aharQctoriocd by

- a first sensor [[(7)]] coupled to the shutter vane

[ [ (2) ] ] for acanning sensing a position of the shutter vane

position and emitting a shutter vane position signal s signal;

- a second sensor [[(8)]] coupled to the shutter adjustment

vane (3) for ocanning sensing a position of the shutter

adjustment vane poaition and emitting a shutter adjustment vane

position aignalo signal; and

- a position counter (10) charged with receiving the shutter

vane poaition—oignals and the shutter adjustment vane position

signals for forming and ascertaining the difference between the

shutter vane position aignalo signal and the shutter adjustment

vane position oignalo signal.

14. (Currently Amended) The device Dovico according to

claim 13, Gharactoriocd in that the wherein the first and second

sensors -f?-? 8^ Gonoiot—a# comprise absolute angle measuring

instruments with several code tracks (701,—703 706) mounted on a
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graduated plate (70b) and scanning devices (716/—717

)

assigned

to the code tracks (701, 703 706) ,

15. (Currently Amended) The device Dovicc according to

claim 14/ Gharactoriood—ift

—

that wherein the absolute angle

measuring instruments conoiot—e# comprise absolute coders,

resolvers or pole wheel sensors.

16. (Currently Amended) The device Dovicc according to

claim 13, Gharactoriood—ift

—

that wherein the first and second

sensors -f^?-?—8^

—

conoiot—a# comprise incremental angle measuring

instruments with a periodic incremental track (701) mounted on a

graduated plate (70a) and a reference mark track (702) which has

at least one reference mark fixing [ [the] ] an absolute position

of the graduated plate (70a)—and aooigning—thio—fee

—

a moasuring

atop , and [[of]] scanning devices (71,—715) associated with the

incremental and reference mark track (701, 702) .

17. (Currently Amended) The device DcvicQ according to

claim 16, charactGriocd in that wherein the reference mark track

has distance-coded reference marks on which reference marks are

made with defined variable spacing.

18. (Currently Amended) The device DcvicG according to at

least one of claims 14 to 17, Gharactoriood in that tho wherein

the first and second sensors 49-7—8-)- have graduated plates (70g)

with additional sine and cosine tracks (707,—70 8 ) and wherein

[ [that] ] a computing unit connected in on the to an output side

of feke

—

ocanning—dovicQ one of said scanning devices detects

dotoGting the—ocnoor—oignalo of—fefee sine and cosine signals -ir&
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charged—with—febe

—

oino—afid

—

GODinc—aignala and issues arctan

values calculated from the sine and cosine signals.

19. (Currently Amended) The device DcviGo according to

claim 13, charQctcriocd—ift

—

that wherein the first and second

sensors -Vh—&^ are formed—et& absolute or incremental angle

measuring instruments [[with]] comprising photo electric,

magneto resistive or permanent magnetic scanning capability .

20. (Currently Amended) The device Dovieo according to

claim 13 ^e^e

—

detecting,—octting—and/or—regulating—febe

—

ohutter

opening angle—(light or darlc oector)—of the adjuotablo rotatable

ohutter mounted in a film camera,

characterioGd by further comprising:

- a control logic (11) charged—with receiving a signal

relating to the difference between the shutter vane position

aignala signal and the shutter adjustment vane position oignalo

aad signal, wherein the control logic is connected to an

interface [[(19)]] for the on a control of the film cameraj_ and

- a shutter adjustment vane position regulating device (12)

which is charged on the which receives on an input side [ [with]

]

a signal relating the difference of the shutter vane position

oignalo signal and the shutter adjustment vane, position oignalo

signal, ao well ao with and an ideal value issued by the control

of the film camera through an interface [[(15)]] for the shutter

adjustment vane [[(3)]] or for the light—oector—( dar]c—oector)

shutter opening angle of the adjustable rotatable shutter^

wherein said shutter adjustment vane position regulating device

outputs from an -fi^—aftd—en—fefee output side ioouco a setting

variable for the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]].
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21. (Currently Amended) The device DovicQ according to

claim 13, GharactGriaQd by
.
comprising a safety scanning device

4&-)

—

mounted in tho rotational area of—tho adjuotablo rotatablc

ohuttor—(-3rf for detecting the light or—darlc—occtor shutter

opening angle of the adjustable rotatable shutter , wherein an

output of said safety scanning device 4^r^

—

whooo—output is

connected to [[the]] a control logic [[(11)]] for issuing

absolute values of the light—e*^

—

darJc—occtor shutter opening

angle of the adjustable rotatable shutter [[(1)]].

22. (Currently Amended) The device Devi gq according to

claim 20 or 21, charactGriocd in that wherein the control logic

[[{11])] is connected on [[the]] an input side to a scanning

device [[(14)]] for detecting [[the]] mechanical loclcing of the

shutter adjustment vane , wherein the control logic 43-)—and

bloclcs the control of the shutter adjustment vane motor (33

)

—ift

febe

—

ovont—a# when activated mechanical loclcing of the shutter

adjustment vane [[(3)]] is detected .

23. (Currently Amended) The device Dovico according to

claim 13, GharactcrioGd in that tho wherein a shutter adjustment

vane position regulating device [[(12)]] is connected through a

device [[(13)]] for controlling the shutter adjustment vane

motor [[(33)]] .
to an energy transfer device and a signal

transfer device -(-&i7— —&3-7—&4-7—

—

SS-,— for controlling e^e

feeding the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]]

.

24. (Currently amended) The device Dovico according to

claim [[13]] 23^, charaotorioGd—Mi

—

that wherein the shutter

adjustment vane position regulating device [[(12)]] is connected
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through the energy transfer device (61,—S^,—&34- to a motor

amplifier [[(66)]] as well as through the signal transfer device

(6 4 ,
—&&7— —69^ to a processor [[(60)]] for controlling and

regulating the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]].

25. (Currently Amended) The device Dovico according to

claim 24, charactoriaQd in that tho wherein a control device of

the motor amplifier [[(66)]] connected to the energy transfer

device (61,— — is connected to a first output of the

processor [[(60)]] which is connected fey—a

—

firot—input—fee the

output of an actual value measuring amplifier [[(67)]] which is

connected to a potentiometer transmitter [[(34)]] coupled to the

shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]], and [[that]] wherein a

OQch—efie second input and output of the processor (60)—is are

connected to the bi diroctional signal transfer device (6 4 ,
—65-^

6 8 , 69) .

26. (Currently Amended) The device Dovico according to one

of the preceding claims 23 to 25, charactcriaQd by wherein at

least one of said a Gontactlooo energy transfer device (61,—63-r

"63")

—

and/or a Gontactlooa and signal transfer device ( 64

,

—

—

S&r

generates a signal and provides for the contactless transfer of

said signal.

27. (Currently Amended) The device DovicQ according to

claim 23, charactcriGGd—in

—

that wherein the energy transfer

device (61,—62-,—65-)

—

Gonaioto of comprises a divided transformer

[[(62)]] operated at high frequency [[and]] whoso having a

primary winding (621)—is connected to a direct current converter

[[(61)]] on [[the]] a primary side and whooo a secondary winding
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(622)—irs connected to a direct current converter [[{63)]] on

[ [tlie] ] a secondary side.

28- (Currently Amended) The device DcviGO according to

claim 23, cliaractcriood—ift

—

tliat wlierein tlie signal transfer

device (6 4 ,
—S&i—

—

69) oacli—conaiota—eS comprises an optical

transmitter (64, 6S-)- and an optical receptor (65, 65-)- for

[[tlie]] bi-directional signal exchange between the shutter

adjustment vane position regulating device [[(12)]] and the

processor [ [ (60) ] ]

.

29. (Currently Amended) The device DGvico according to

claim 23, charactoriood—ifi

—

that wherein the signal transfer

device conaiGto—e# comprises an inductive signal transfer device

for the bi-directional signal exchange between the shutter

adjustment vane position regulating device [[(12)]] and the

processor [ [ (60) ] ]

.

30. (Currently amended) The device [Device] according to

claim 23, GharactcrioGd—ifi

—

that wherein the signal transfer

device GonaiDta of comprises a carrier frequency signal transfer

device for the bi-directional signal exchange between the

shutter adjustment vane position regulating device [[(12)]] and

the processor , wherein said carrier frequency signal transfer

device modulates and superimposes ( 60)—with—which—fefee signals

—modulated—up

—

with to a carrier frequency [[to]] of the

energy supply of the shutter adjustment vane motor [[(33)]].

31. (Currently amended) The device DovicQ according to

claim 13, GharQctoriocd in that the wherein a shutter adjustment

vane position regulating device [[(12)]] controls the shutter
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adjustment vane motor [[(33)]] tlirough a motor end stage

[[(13)]] and a rotational connection or a slip ring [[(6)]].

32. (Currently Amended) Tlie device DGvicc according to

claim 13, ctiaractGriaod in tliat the wlierein tlie first and second

sensors -(-^7-?—8^—ie^e

—

acanning—febe

—

oliuttor—vano—poaition—afid—felie

aliuttor—adjuotmont—vano—poaition are coupled to tlie sliutter

sliaft [[(20)]] and [[the]] to a sliutter adjustment vane slaaft

[[(30)]] .

33. (Currently Amended) Tlie device Dovice according to

claim 13, cliaraGtcriocd—ift

—

tliat wlierein tlie shutter shaft

[([20)]] is connected to a shutter drive through gearing

[[(21)]] .

34. (Currently Amended) The device Dovico according to

claim 13, charactoriood—ifi

—

that wherein the shutter adjustment

vane [[(3)]] is connected to the shutter adjustment vane motor

[[(33)]] through a shutter adjustment vane shaft [[(30)]] and a

gearing (31, 3-2-) guided—through within the shutter shaft

[[(20)]] .
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